Abstract. Constructive feedback is important for improving critical thinking skills. However, little work has been done to automatically generate such feedback for an argument. In this work, we experiment with an annotation protocol for collecting user-generated counter-arguments via crowdsourcing. We conduct two parallel crowdsourcing experiments, where workers are instructed to produce i) a counter-argument, and ii) a counter-argument after identifying a fallacy. Our analysis indicates that we can collect counter-arguments that are useful as constructive feedback, especially when workers are first asked to identify a fallacy type.
Introduction
Automatic essay scoring is the task of automatically evaluating a wide-range of essay criteria in a pedagogical context, such as organization [10] , self-directed learning [7] , thesis clarity [11] and author stance [12] . Several works have also integrated argumentative features [13, 2, 8] for evaluation. Applications such as Grammarly 4 and eRater 5 have received wide attention for automatically assess the contents of an essay.
An example of the usefulness of constructive feedback is shown in Figure 1 . In response to the topic, T 1 , the argument A 1 extracted from a student's essay. In response to A 1 , a teacher would provide constructive feedback to the student for improving their argument (e.g., CA 1 & CA 2 ). Afterwards, a student could revise their argument to produce a stronger one (i.e., R 1 ) and improve their critical thinking skills for future essays. We aim to create a method for improving automatic constructive feedback generation, which can help reduce time for graders and allow writers to instantly learn their mistakes. Towards this goal, fallacy detection and counter-arguments have been shown to be useful. Habernal et al. [3] created a game which allowed users to identify fallacies. In the pedagogical context, several studies have identified common fallacies in student essays [9, 6, 1] . For counter-arguments, Wachsmuth et al. [14] created a task for retrieving the best counter-argument for a given argument, and Hua and Wang [5] generated counter-arguments by extracting external evidence. However, it still remains an open issue as to how to create a corpus useful for modeling constructive feedback.
In this work, we conduct two parallel crowdsourcing experiments in order to determine if a large-scale, high-quality corpus of user-generated counterarguments required for modeling constructive feedback can be created. We instruct non-expert workers i) to produce counter-arguments simply given an argument, and ii) to produce a counter-argument after identifying a specified fallacy type. We then conduct an analysis on the collected counter-arguments for determining their usefulness. Our results suggest that workers can produce useful counter-arguments, especially when instructed to identify a fallacy type.
2 Collecting user-generated counter-arguments
Data and crowdsourcing
We conduct our experiments on top of the Argument Reasoning Comprehension (ARC) corpus [4] . ARC contains 2,477 context-independent, micro-level (i.e., single claim and premise) arguments with 172 diverse topics, making the corpus ideal for modeling constructive feedback.
We use the crowdsourcing platform Figure Eight  6 for quickly collecting counterarguments. We assume that a large-scale corpus of counter-arguments can be produced by non-expert crowdworkers with appropriate guidelines.
Counter-argument generation without fallacy identification (CAG)
We first conduct trial experiments on Figure Eight for interface, guidelines, and settings. Per given topic, the worker is shown a claim and premise and instructed to produce a sentence-long counter-argument that attacks one or both of them. We use the following settings for CAG: 10 second minimum time per instance, level 3 annotators (i.e., high-quality), and $0.10 per answer.
Counter-argument generation with fallacy identification (CAG-F) We conduct a parallel experiment in which crowdworkers were asked if a pre-specified fallacy type exists in the original argument. We randomly select 5 fallacy types and their examples from SoftSchools 7 : appeal to common practice, begging the question, hasty generalization, questionable cause, and red herring. We create separate crowdsourcing jobs for each fallacy type. Workers are instructed to answer if the fallacy type exists, and if so, they are asked to produce a counter-argument. We use the same settings as CAG. However, annotators are not required to write a counter-argument if they select no or unsure, so we award each answer with $0.05 and offer workers a bonus if they produce a good counter-argument.
Annotation Statistics
For CAG, we collect 100 user-generated counter-arguments for 100 arguments. The time to complete the experiment was roughly 2.5 hours. For each of the 5 jobs in CAG-F, we employed 5 crowdworkers per argument (100 arguments total). The average time to complete each experiment was roughly 1.3 hours.
Analysis and discussion
We conduct a qualitative analysis using two annotators specializing in the field of argumentation. One annotator created the crowdsourcing guidelines and conducted the experiments. We asked both annotators to judge the quality of CAG and CAG-F counter-arguments by the following: Is the counter-argument attacking the claim, premise, or both?, and Using the counter-argument, could you make the original argument better?. If one answer was no, the counter-argument was labeled as no. For CAG, we have both annotators answer the above questions for the 100 counter-arguments. For CAG-F, for each of the 5 fallacy types, we randomly select 20 arguments with a unique topic to the fallacy type, where some arguments are shared across different fallacy types. Table 1 shows the distribution of answers and the inner-annotator agreement for CAG-F, and Table Table 2 shows examples from both stages. For CAG, the Cohen's kappa 8 (κ) between both annotators is 0.29, which is slightly lower than CAG-F (0.37). In total, 74 (64 yes and 10 no) instances were agreed upon, indicating a slight improvement (20%) over CAG.
Results
Disagreements For CAG, we observed all but one instance of the 21 instances labeled as no by one annotator (B) were labeled as no by the other (A). When observing the 20 remaining instances labeled as no by A, we found that most were labeled as a simple contradiction, unrelated, or incomprehensible/ungrammatical. We believe this attributes to the fact that A created the guidelines and experiments and was more critical of the quality. For CAG-F, we observed that A labeled no 3 times when B said yes. We discovered that the reasons are agreeing stance, irrelevant, and untrue (e.g., "Cyclists have nothing to do with bike lanes"). B said no 11 times when A answered yes with the following reasons: non-counter-argument, untrue, and unclear.
Conclusion
Towards automatically generating constructive feedback, in this work, we experimented with constructing an annotation protocol for collecting user-generated counter-arguments via crowdsourcing. We conducted two parallel crowdsourcing experiments where, given an argument, workers were instructed to i) produce a counter-argument, and ii) first identify a fallacy type and then produce a counter-argument. Our results indicate that we can collect counter-arguments useful as constructive feedback in both settings, especially when workers were instructed to first identify a fallacy in the original argument.
